AVAILABLE RENTAL RIFLES, BOWS AND OPTICS














.416 Rigby CZ 550 no scope
.375 Holand and Holand CZ 550 Leopold VX3 1.5 - 5 x 20
.375 Holand and Holand Remington 700 Leopold VX2 3 - 9 x 50
.300 Win Mag Weatherby Vanguard Leopold VX3 6.5 - 20 x 40
.7mm Rem Mag Weatherby Vanguard Leopold VX2 3 - 9 x 50
.308 Win Weatherby Vanguard Leopold VX2 4 - 12 x 50
Shotgun 12 bore Zabala O/U
.223 Remington 700 SPS Tactical
.243 CZ 550 Lux Bolt Action Rifle
Blaser 7X64 Barrel
Blaser 9.3X62 Barrel
Blaser 458LOTT Safari
Blaser 300WIN Barrel

Optical aids include:







RIFLESCOPES: Burris laser scope - a telescope with a laser range finder which
measures the distance and illuminates aiming point.
NIGHT VISION RIFLESCOPE: Pulsar 870 - a sophisticated scope using long range IR
illuminators to see in total darkness (range approximately 300 - 400 meters). Apart from
other hi-tech features, this scope also has an integrated laser range finder for a better
orientation (range 400 meters).
THERMAL VISION RIFLESCOPE: Apex 50 - It has a detection range of approximately
1.5 km. It works by measuring thermal differences, with three operating modes, each
designed to deliver the best possible image in specific viewing conditions. Ideal for night
hunting or day hunting in low-light conditions, tall grass or dense forest.
OBSERVATION USING THERMOVISION: It is used to track the animal during lowlight conditions or at night. Aimed object must be at least partially uncovered (gap
between grass or bushes, leaves etc.).

When you choose black powder rifle hunting, you will get a replica of a historical black powder
rifle to hunt with. The ballistics of this rifle limits the hunter to a close shot. With a black powder
rifle one has to get within a 50m range from the specie to have an accurate shot.

Available Rental Archery Equipment
Compound Bows available include:




Hoyt Carbon Element G3
Hoyt Spyder Thirty
Craze Junior

